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JAREL:     Greetings dear ones. This is Jarel, your teacher.  What joy it is to be with you this 
day. What pleasure it brings to be in your presence. To listen to your conversations. To 
experience the growth that is inherent in this group. Let us begin by remembering our Father 
with His prayer. The power of God protects you. The love of God enfolds you. The presence of 
God surrounds you and protects you wherever you are.  He lights your path and is forever by 
your side. He takes your hand in adversity and leads you through troubled waters. He deposits 
you on grassy shores to rest. It is the peace of the Father that we seek, that we desire.  It is the 
love of another higher than ourselves that gives purpose to our life. It is that which separates us 
from the animal kingdom. It is the worship and the awe of our creation and creator that enables 
us to ascend to higher planes of consciousness. These are the preliminary primal conditions 
under which we began the thoughts. The actions are discernible by how we handle and enact the 
situations, the circumstances of our life. The responsibility we find ourselves managing.  We 
someday will be able to see its purpose beyond what we are able to discern now. The plan is so 
vast, so grand that it is impossible to see your part in this plan because of its vastness and the 
limitations of our existence.  Fear not the ability to understand this quickening with in you. The 
ability to see your part in this master plan is also enhancing itself within your consciousness.  
The cosmic citizen is beginning to emerge through your conscious effort and diligent work.    
Greetings dear ones. 
 
GROUP:   Greetings Jarel 
 
JAREL:   Much is coming into our consciousness.  Many are beginning to quicken in the current 
of this correcting time.  Evidence is everywhere, and we are feeling a part of all that is occurring 
on our planet.  Is this not so? 
 
GROUP:   Yes. 
 
JAREL:   Your discussion was quite stimulating and as I have indicated to you in the past. These 
discussions are valuable. It is important that you all participate and give the progress of your 
experience to the group as a whole. It is the teaching mission pattern, and it is therapeutic for the 
core interest, to enhance their knowledge of each other, and therefore their affection and love.   
 
The Father throughout the universe, the beings which you will encounter are all seeking to be 
understood, to be of assistance, to serve in Gods great universe. How then are we to know our 
fellow man unless we have this ability to inquire and to listen. It is a task in itself to quiet the 
mind when another is speaking.  It is a task in itself to listen to what is being said without that 
inner dialogue interfering.  Here the practice of setting aside your conscious argument and 
allowing the spirit within you to hear what is being communicated.  If you find yourself slipping 
into this primal condition, watch and be wary that the mind is not taking you away from that 
which you have to obey. 
 



The love of the Father pours down upon all of us.   It pours down in great abundance.  It is our 
inheritance. It is ours for the taking.  It is the honey of the earth, the sweetness, the satisfaction of 
life, the strength, the mercy, the tenderness of the Father in heaven that abides with us only for 
our taking. 
 
We are privileged this day to have with us visitors.  It seems we have visitors constantly as of 
late. The time is approaching when many will be required to assist in the enactment of the 
Universities that will begin to appear on Urantia. This is the result and the next plateau of the 
teaching mission plan. You are being prepared with these lessons, with this knowledge to 
participate or support these universities. Each will know when the opportunity arises.   
 
You understandably, as humans experience a great deal of an anxiety in your lives. This was an 
unexpected occurrence and emotion that we were unprepared for in the very beginning of our 
encounters with the human life of Urantia. Anxiety comes from the fear base that is not present 
on planets that have no rebellion in their history. It is indeed one of the major emotional forces 
that rule your life. Anxiety can be stilled with the help of the Fathers love.  If you could but 
understand what a deadening force it plays in your life you would abandon it immediately. Yet it 
seems that animalistic residue that has been enhanced by the rebellion. So, we take our fragile 
beginnings and watch the enhancement, the growth, the spiritual power of the beginning. The I 
Am, the Father of all, infuse his purpose upon His creation. We watched the humble beginnings 
unfold.  It is wonderful.  It is amazing and we are blessed to be of, service to these budding 
pinnacles of truth.     
 
Let us pause and give thanks to our Father in heaven for His love of mankind... (long silence) ... 
Thank you Father. 
 
I discern many questions and I would caution you to keep these questions to a spiritual nature and limit 
yourself to the subject. At this time I will answer questions. 
 
HAL:    Jarel in last week’s transcripts you referred to 6ooo years of our time of this 
phenomenon. Do you recall what it was in reference to? 
 
JAREL:   No, I do not recall in what context it was used. 
 
HAL:   Well, it was only time anyway.  
 
JAREL:   This is so.  ....  Come now… 
 
HAL:    It is interesting about this book that Betty just brought tells of the same principles and 
teachings of the teaching mission. That was presented in 1932, when the U book was being 
revealed. 
 
JAREL:   The writer began to grow spiritually. He began to see the connection between all 
creation.  Just as mathematics has its base in subtraction, addition, algebra, and geometry.  These 
truths are enhanced, embellished in higher science.  So, it is with the spiritual nature of man the 
baser knowledge and experience that we encounter in our life experience and in our scholarly 
endeavors do we understand the connection between all that is. We began to see the connection 



and the   necessity for each element in the universe, just as children enjoy the flowers of the field 
and do not understand what is required in nutrients from the soil, sun, rain, and temperatures that 
are conducive to growth of the species. Once the elementary principles are understood it is a 
deeper appreciation, we have of the living flowers of the fields. As we begin to understand the 
microscopic reciprocal exchange that happens with our food chain, the pollination from the 
insects, the mites that carry the bacteria, the minute workings of any process it brings us to a 
greater depth of understanding and appreciation. So, it is. Does this help explain? 
 
HAL:   Yes.   Very much.  Then we should enjoy the benefits of spiritual life even if we do not 
understand or know how it works.  Then as we increase our knowledge and understanding it 
develops a deeper meaning for us. 
 
JAREL:    And is connected to all. 
 
HAL:   We are all one, a part of the I Am, The First Source and Center. 
 
DOUG:   Teacher.   we were talking about our belief systems. Since April a year ago, when we 
began this core group, we have ventured up the steps of a ladder in how well we function, and 
how much spiritual growth we have as individuals, and how much love we share as a group. Is 
there a point in our development as a group as we interact with one another and other people 
where we aren’t plagued so much by the aspect of doubt, or is doubt the dragon for each of us 
individually and collectively? Could you respond to this? 
 
JAREL:   Greetings Douglas. The doubt of which you refer has been dissipated with most all of 
this group.  In the beginning as you will recall we were all dealing with fear dragons. These fear 
dragons have all been slain. They have been extinct for some months. Now the anxiety or residue 
of the fear is still manifesting itself in the element of doubt and anxiety. Dear one, you are 
overwhelmed at times with these dragons as you struggle to control the circumstances of your 
life. You are met again and again with opposition from these dragons. You must remember to 
command yourself, your mind, to be still with much authority and allow these anxieties and 
doubts to dissipate. It is your task. Does this help. 
 
Doug, yes, very much so. I am experiencing difficulties with the normal part of growth. I realize 
I have to rely more on the Father and turn more to Him in prayer and supplication.  seeking His 
presence and guidance.  I have been a little remiss in that.  Thank you. 
 
JAREL:      It is a valuable lesson.  It is a valuable thought to ponder.  How each of us handle this 
anxiety and doubt in our life? We have the responsibility for our actions, for our free will is 
supreme.  As Gonzalo has so astutely pointed out, our thoughts are random, and our action are 
conscious.  We are to examine our thoughts and to find how this process in a way controls the 
negativity and randomness that we allow to penetrate our beings.  We must support our goodness 
and ban these thoughts, these intermittent ramblings that would take us away from the direction 
in which we are going in which we have committed ourselves upon the path of knowledge and 
righteousness.  This is the task I will give to each of you to examine the thoughts that keep you 
from your base of reality, which is now, now. Not tomorrow, not after death, but now. This is 
your opportunity now. You must act now. Do you understand? 
 



HAL:   Act in what way? 
 
JAREL:    You must participate with these instructions. You must bring your mind into 
accordance with thoughts and desires that you have responsibility for today, now.  You must say 
to yourself are these thoughts higher thoughts, are these actions higher actions.  Who am I 
serving, am I comfortable with these thoughts, am I stretching myself beyond my capabilities, 
am I behaving as if I have a God consciousness or am I forever in a flurry of confusion, anxiety, 
wonder, and questions?   Am I waiting for the next thought to entertain me to a dull 
consciousness?  Am I in control here or am I not?   Remember you have control over this 
process. How well are you on target, are you focused on what you want to achieve, or are you 
distracted by the conditions of your life, or the conditions of your environment, your 
circumstances.  You have frustration with the computer, but you are concentrating your will in 
overcoming them. Your thoughts are at times distracted by the anxiety and frustration of this 
mechanical machine and yet you persist in controlling this machine.  Yet I tell you, you might 
avoid this machine, but it can be controlled, it can be conquered. You can do the same with your 
mind 
 
HAL:   You must push the right buttons of your mind like the right buttons of the computer. 
Could it be also that the lingering dragons of doubt could be due to the frustrations of everyday 
living that are not solved. These everyday problems dominate our thoughts rather than, as you 
pointed out, our spiritual thoughts. 
 
JAREL:    Yes. Dear one. Now you are on track. Now you are beginning to see. You are 
beginning to examine this very idea.  This very, very important phase of your development. 
 
HAL:    Then would this infer that our frustrations of everyday living are not important, or that 
we are not solving them adequately, or is it that we are concentrating more on them than we are 
on our spiritual life? 
 
JAREL:    We continue to believe that we are in control, when in truth we are but on the path the 
Father has given us. We proceed with fear, with doubt, with anxiety, with fear on our minds 
rather than the Father and His purpose on our minds.   Can you see the difference, we may enter 
the dark tunnel of reality and concentrate on the demon that will approach and devour our 
belongings and prevent us from sitting at our abundant table? Or we can concentrate on God and 
His purpose and put our hand in his and allow Him to lead us thru the tunnel of darkness. These 
are two choices that you must make. 
 
DOUG:    Teacher, as a group, and this being the correcting time, is there more that we can do or 
should be doing in order to share Gods love with our fellow human beings and share the 
knowledge of the text. Myself, as a minister or evangelist, I’m constantly trying to do this.  I am 
beginning to see the fruits of that labor, and I really rejoice in knowing that someone else has 
stopped and set down quietly and started thinking about their relationship with the Father, and I 
rely upon His promises that He will make Himself known to all that surely seek Him and seek in 
sincerity.  But I was asking if at this time with all of the, numbers that are coming about on this 
planet, is there more that we could be doing, or are we moving too fast in whatever we are doing.  
Do you have any suggestions in that regard?  
 



JAREL:    Dear one of all of this group you are anointed our evangelist, you are feeling the relief 
of your obligation to rest and recuperate. You have your highest moments when you are on your 
vehicle of occupation and commanding a crowd about you. You shine your brightest when you 
are in the service of your Father. You bring your friends and acquaintance to the fire of this core 
group.  Your love we have witnessed. It is when you have positive confirmation that you, are the 
happiest, yet we know, and you know, that it is time to rest and gain your strength, and to set 
your affairs in order so that you can proceed to the next level of development.  Is this not so? 
 
DOUG:  Yes. 
 
JAREL:   This one grows weary.  I will entertain just a few more questions, please let them be of 
an urgent nature. 
 
HAL:    This is more of an observation. The saying that we have used, that, ‘the love of the 
Father begins with me’ Would our anxieties and everyday frustrations be lessened if each of our 
contacts were presented in love, allowing our friends and relatives to grow at their own pace, 
rather than at our pace? 
 
JAREL:    Yes, dear ones.  The acceptance of your fellow man is also the acceptance of Gods 
plan in that life that you see before you. It is not the plan the Father has for you. For each of us is 
on our own path of enlightenment, our search for knowledge and truth. It may be manifest in 
very upsetting ways, for often we must be tested with fire in order to come to the Father. So, 
embrace the light you see within each one you encounter and bless them in your heart before you 
engage them in critical conversation. Ask the Father to guide you and help you with 
encouragement and with understanding. This is the most important process you can enact in your 
daily life.    It is to ask the Father within how to respond to this one you see before you, rather 
than to judge or   presume to know what it is this one should know or be enlightened with.   Do 
you feel you have the ability to enlighten them, to pass on this higher knowledge?  It may not be 
the correct time to impart this wisdom.  Please ask the advice of your higher one, the Thought 
Adjuster, to guide you before you speak.  Does this help? 
 
HAL:       Yes. In other words, we administer our advice sparingly and with love.  Be not 
judgmental. 
 
JAREL:    And now dear ones I will leave you.   It is my deepest pleasure to have among us 
today a visitor, and we hope that she will return.  It is my greatest joy to be your teacher, and 
remember, you need not be in the darkness ever again.  Please allow time each day to seek the 
stillness, and after you have given worship to the Father ask your teacher to join you in higher 
thought and understanding. Until next we meet my love be with each of you. My respect to each 
you.  My admiration to each of you in the progress you are making on your spiritual path.  
 
Farewell; 
 
Group:  Farewell and we extend our love and respect to you 
 
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  



 
DISCUSSION: 
 
DOUG:    What is this brightness. I was able to quiet my mind this time. I had no problem with 
concentration. I was listening to everything said. There was this great luminosity. This light kept 
going up I expected something else to happen. 
 
LUCILLE:  I excepted someone else to come, from the brightness. It seemed like Jarel was 
talking to someone else in the room before he started transmitting. 
 
MARLIES:   We had a lot of visitors again. 
 
BETTY:   I was really shaking.  I had cold chills all over me.  I was shivering inside but I wasn’t 
especially cold.  I wondered if I was going into a spell or something 
 
LUCILLE:   Betty, you were really tired this time. 
 
JANICE: (a newcomer) I was watching you. I couldn’t see you shaking. I couldn’t see you, but I 
saw your lips moving and this light. I was concentrating so hard. 
 
HAL:  If you hadn’t been so tired, I had another question I wanted to ask, but I hate to be talking 
so much, but others don't seem to have that many questions.  I didn’t want Jarel to leave. 
 
MARLIES:  What were you going to ask? 
 
HAL:   This book that Betty brought that seemed to follow the teachings of the Mission, but it 
also went into reincarnation.  It seems that so many of these groups of truth seekers incorporate 
this concept into their teachings.  From the U book we know that it is not correct, and I wanted to 
ask Jarel what it is that appeals to so many groups, and what is happening to cause this belief. 
You can build a good case for reincarnation, especially since we are all at different spiritual 
levels and cannot reach perfection in this one life 
 
(A summary of the essence of the conversations to give a feeling of the reaction of the group to 
the meeting.) 
 
 
 
 


